CHAMPIONS OF JUSTICE, SERVICE, LEADERSHIP, AND WISDOM

Description: These semi-divine beings are the epitome of all that good and noble. They were once mortals like ourselves, in the days when the world was young and the divergent philosophies of good and evil were yet to be established.
These beings tirelessly promoted the ideas of justice, service, leadership, and wisdom throughout the world at a time such concepts were completely foreign (and indeed, were considered nonsensical) in the world of mortals, and only self-preservation mattered to anyone. 
	When the first age came to an end with the Great Deluge, the Champions ascended to heaven, and were knighted by their divine liege.
Generations later, the Four Orders of Knighthood were founded in the names of these heroes, using the chosen emblems of the four Champions: a silver sword for Justice, a red flame for Service, a golden crown for Leadership, and a green serpent for Wisdom.
According to legend, these Champions will return again to the world of mortals when the end of the world is near, to lend aid to the world against the forces of evil. In particular, they have been prophesied to meet their malevolent counterparts the Four Horsemen on the field of battle when the last war begins, and that the Champions will prevail, but only with the aid of a few mortal heroes.

Garb: Fighting garb of the highest quality; feathery wings; a white belt with trim appropriate to the Order of Knighthood (silver, red, gold, or green) along with other trappings of knighthood; a white phoenix openly displayed on clothing or armor, incorporated into the Champion's individual coat-of-arms.

Type: Extra-Planar Humanoid

Questor/Monster Ratio: 9/1 (Quest)

Armor: 4 points invulnerable armor . May wear up to four points additionally (Enhanced), and may use any shield.

Weapons: Any melee weapon and javelins.

Immunities: Death, Poison, Subdual

Natural Lives: 1

Traits & Abilities, Common:
Traits:
a) Adamantine Weapons
b) Adamantine Shield
c) Enhanced Armor
d) Natural Flight
e) Regeneration, Greater (works even against Powerful Blows and magic)
f) Renewal
g) Serial Immortality
h) Strong
Innate/Nonmagical Abilities
a) Heal 1/life
b) Resurrect 2/game
Magical Ability: Extend Immunities (unlimited)
Magic-Like Abiliies
a) Awe (2/game
b) Mend 2/life
c) Dispel Magic 1/life
d) Wounding 1/life

Additional Abilities:
Champion of Justice: Imbue Weapon (1/life) as a magic-like ability.
Champion of Service: Gain immunity to flame.
Champion of Leadership: Awe becomes 2/life.
Champion of Wisdom: Mend (unlimited)

Vulnerability:
Weakness to Relics: A Champion killed by a relic will not return to life via Serial Immortality.

Levels: None.



New Traits

Adamantine Shield: All shields used are indestructible and immune to magic, except versus Sphere of Annihilation and relics. This may not be dispelled.

Renewal: A creature who returns to life for any reason other than by returning to life naturally (such as by a Resurrect, Transfer Life, Regeneration, or Serial Immortality) regains all per-life abilities as if it had begun a new life.


